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1DepartmentName Department of Human Resource Development

Psychology of Winning the Interview
23 December 21-Thursday

Name of The Event |2. 
Date of the event 

3. Nature of the Event Seminar 
(e.g. Invited Talk, Workshop,

Conference, Symposia 
Training Program, Cultural,
Extra-Curricular, CO-curricular,
Social, NCC, NSS.) 

Name of Speaker(s)/Expert(s)| Mr Mayur Bardolia 4 

/ Guest(s) 

Brief detail of Speaker(s)/

Expert(s)/ Guest(s) 
5. Placement Ofticer 

6. Number of Participants 49 

7 Sponsoring Agency (if Any) NA 

8. Amount Received (if Any) NA 

Brief Summary of Event The department of human resource development at 
VNSGU organized a masterclass on the topic of Creative 
CV Writing' on 23rd December21. It was organized for the 
students of 3rd sememster of MA-HRD, MLW and MA- 
HRM & LR. It was conducted by Mr Mayur Bardolia 

9. 

Some highlights of the points discussed are as following:
What are the common pattern of every interview and 

interviewer?
Why companies hires and fires? 
What are the harsh reality of employment and 

interview?
What is the wrong way to approach any job and what 
should be the right approach?
Why the candidate lose the interview way before 

they appear they appear for the interview?
Why people have a fear of appearing for the 
interview? 
What everyone must know about exactly the 

companies are looking for in any candidate?



Mr Mayur Bardolia shared some of the wonderful
psychological blocks of the applicant. The students aso 
learned how people need to remove each mental blocks 

to build 
Also, the students realized some of the limiting beliefs that 

are stopping them to get the job they want. 

strong foundation fora successful interview? 

Enclosures: 1. one - two photograph of the event. 
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